
BRAZILIAN BIODIVERSITY: THE INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE 

The third cdition of the Oxford Paperback Dictionary published in 1988 
includes the word bioenginecring but not the word biodiversity. This absence 
certainly does not mean the concern and the study of the diversity of life-forms didn't 
existat that time. ln fact the word was introduced in 1986 by Walter Rosen, who had 
conceived a National Forum on BioDiversity, held in Washington under the auspices 
of the National Academy of Sciences and Smithsonian Insitution. And it seems it was 
created to name a new issue. As E.O. Wilson, the leading biologist puts it: "The for um 
coincided with a noticeable rise in interest, among scientists and portions of the 
public, in matters related to biodiversíty and the problems of international 
conservation. I believe that this increased attention, whích was evident by 1980 and 
had steadily picked up momentum by the time of the forum, can be ascribed to two 
more or less independent developments. The first was the accumulation of enough 
data on deforestation, species extinction, and tropical biology to bring global 
problems into sharper focus and warrant broader public exposure. ( ... ) The second 
development was the growing awareness of the dose likage between the conservation 
of biodiversity and economic development. ln the United States and other industrial 
countries, the two are often seen in opposition, with environmentalists and 
developers struggling for compromise in a zeor-sum game. But in the developing 
nations, the opposite is true. Destruction of the natural environment is usually 
acompanied by short-term profits and then rapid local economic decline. In addition, 
the immense richness of tropical biodiversity is a largely untapped reservoir of new 
foods, pharmaceuticals, fibers, petroleum substitutes, and other products." 

In this way Wilson's remarks allow us te· see that, from the start, biodiversity 
appears as a cornplex issue, as an object of interdisciplinary interest which demands 
the attention of natural sciences as well as human sciences including economics, 
ecology and development. But another factor should be taken into account: the very 
situation which gives birth to the biodiversity issue demands urgency, due to the 
vertiginous changes and destruction by man of habitats favourable to the diversity 
of life-forms for thousands and thousands of years. In some sense, if biodiversity 
appears as an academic issue, however it immediately encampasses many other 
spheres, becoming an economic, political, technological, physophical and perhaj.s 
religious qucstion. · 

As everybody knows, the rainforests are tli.e core of this question, not only 
because they concentrate the world's richest habitats of species, and those which are 
in greatest danger, but also because tropical moist forests serve as the ideal paradigm 
of the larger global crisis. Gathering data and information from many different 
sources, Norman Myers gives us an idea of the scope of the problem; we can then 
realize why these forests became a world concern: "Tropical forests can be considereo 
the greatest celebration of nature to grace the face of the planet in four billion ye:u s 
of life's existence . While covering only 6 per cent of Earth's land surface, they a. 'e 
estimated to contain at least 70 per cent and possibly even 90 per cent of Earrh's 
species. Half a square kilometre of Malaysia forests can feature as many trees and 
shrub species as the whole of the United States and Canada. A single bush in 
Peruvian Amazónia has revealed as many ant species as in the British Isles. As the 



forests go, so do their species. ln just 4 per cent of tropical forest's expanse and 0.2 
per cent of Earth's land surface, at least 15 per cent of Earth's plant spccies are 
threatened with extinction by the year 2 000 or shortly thereafter, togcther with 
hundreds (possibly millions) of animal specíes. ( ... ) The mass extinction overtaking 
the planet's biotas is occurring almost entirely within tropical forests." 

It happens that Brazil leads the group of thirteen megadiversity countries. 
Philip Fearnside gives us the figures for this position. The so-called Brazilian Legal 
Amazonia has a surface of about 5 million square kilornetres, that is 60 per cent of 
the national territory. 1.9 million square kilometres are dense forests (38% of the 
region); 1.8 million square kilometres (36% of the region) is occupied by non-dense 
forests, and 7 hundred thousands square kilometres (14% of the region) by open 
vegetation, such as natural fields; the rest (12%) is occupiedé by secondary vegetation 
and agricultura! activities, Toe Amazon is therefore a region of continental 
dimensions: half the size of Europe. Nowadays there are 8.5 million square kilometres 
of tropical rainforests in the world and they can be found is South America, Africa 
and Asia; of these the Brazilian Amazon has about 40%. 

The Amazon rainforests are distinguished by their biodiversi ty, rich in 
biological specíes and in ecosystems, as well as genetic diversity within each species. 
Meanwhile in the Amazon forests more than 2 500 tree species are known, in the 
temperate forests of all France only 50 species can be found. 

This biodiversity wealth is internationally recognized. However, it is in great 
danger. According to Philip Fearnside, the annual rates of deforestation were in the 
average about 22 thousand square kilometres from 1978 to 1988; in 89, of about 18 
thousand square kilometres; and in 90, about 14 thousand square kilometres. For 
better or for worse, biodiversity is, first and foi emost a Brazilian question. 

* * * 

Pointed out in the middle of the 80s' and linked since the beginning to the 
problem of tropical deforestation, the biodiversity issue added to two other main 
themes which emerged at the sarne period in the growing environmental movement: 
the greenhouse effect and the ozone layer depletion. As far as deforestation appearcd 
to be one of the factors of climatic changes, all these problems began to o-;; 
intertwined, drawing a catastrophic panorama .which placed Brazil in a very 
uncomfortable position. 

We do not have enough time to consider the controversial discussion that took 
place around the contribution of Brazilian deforestation to global warming, etc. But 
it should be recalled that the discovery of the biodiversity wealth in Brazilian 
territory was partíally comprornised. ln a certain sense, meanwhile this wealth was 
becoming evident to everyone, it seemed irreversibly affected. That is why at the fir-st 
moment discussion was concentrated in a question: How to preserve it? Which w,is 
translated by ano-her question: How to stop deforestation? 

The debate about environment destruction was launched by the historical book 
by Rachel Carson, The silent spring, in 1962; concem was intensified by acid rain, 
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among other factors, which gave rise to the Stockholm Conference ten years la ter; but 
we could say the problem remained within the industrializod countries of thc North, 
at least as regards public opinion. The nuclear accident at Tchernobyl, by the end of 
the 70s' drew attention to the environmcnt disasters which were being engcndered 
in the socialist nations. On the other hand, something ncw had happencd: floating 
across the European continent and spreading fear of contamination, the radicactive 
clouds showed that ecological catastrophes ignore national boundaries and the 
ideological divisions of the cold war. Pinally, fire proliferating in Brazilian rainforests 
involved the Third World in the envirorunent agenda, and completed the picture thus 
making it a global question. 

Brazilian Amazon deforestation was seen as a major menace to clima te change 
because it could help to compromise life outside the tropics. It was a direct, a very 
concrete menace. But biodiversity extinction was felt as a distant, indirect and 
indefinite menace. ln other words: the first menace puts our own life at risk, whereas 
the later invades others lives. 

Such a trend must be taken into account if we want to understand why the 
voices warning about the criticai situation of tropical biodiversity needed to justify 
the preservation efforts and to list the advantages we could get if we were not 
indifferent to the loss of lífe-forms, It seemed as if these species had no value unless 
they. proved to be valuable for modern man's life. Let us hear some of these voices: 

James Nations argues: "The day may come when ethical considerations about 
biological diversity become our most important reason for species conservation. But 
in the meantime, if we want to hold on to our planet' s biological diversity, we have 
to speak the vernacular. And the vernacular is utility, economics, and the well-being 
of individual human beings. In the 80s, the question seems to be, "What has 
biological diversity done for me lately?" Toe good news is that the answer to that 
question is, "Plenty, and more than you realize." Our lives are full of exemples of the 
logic of preserving the plants and animals that we depend upon as a species." 

Norman Myers explains that apart from the scientific, aesthetic, and ethical 
values of biodiversity, these losses affect the immediate material welfare of people 
throughout the world. One in four products sold by pharmacies, whether medicinal 
or pharmaceutical, is manufactured from materials taken from tropical-forst plants. 
These products include antibiotics, antivirais, analgesics, tranquilizers, diuretics, and 
laxatives, among many other items. ( ... ) Commercial sales of these diverse products 
are now worth around $20 billion a year world-wide .. 

Norman Farnsworth recalls that, according to the World Health Oranization, 
80 per cent of the people in developing countries rely on traditional medicine for 
their primary health care needs, and about 85 per cent of tradicional medicine 
involves the use of plant extracts. Kenton Miller and Laura Tangley had also tried to 
draw attention to nature's pharmacopoeia ímportance: "More than 260 South 
American plants appear to have potential fertil.ty control applications. Of the .;S 
thousand plants identified by the National Cen zer Institute as having anticancer · 
properties, 70 per cent live only in the tropics. The possibilities for developing still 
more new drugs from tropical forests should figure heavily in any calculation of the 



forests true worth." 

Emphasis on biodiversity medicinal value is a constant theme in the warnings 
of specialists and environmcntalits. But there are other "benefits of biological 
diversity" that should be considered - those related to agriculture and industry. We 

· could take many examples throughout the pages of specialized Iiterature to 
demonstrate what tropical biodíversity has done for us all. Nevertheless its 
contibution could be rnuch greater, if we think, with the World Resources Institute, 
that less than 1 per cent of tropical plants were investigated for potential uses! As 
a result, we ignore rainforest biodiversity beca use we do not know what it is, beca use 
it has not been scrutinized by modern science and because traditional knowledge is 
disappearing before the value of forest Iife-forms is recognized; and by the sarne 
token, we ignore what biodiversity could be - that is why we deplete the future's 
wealth without even anticipation of its benefits. 

It is evident this state of affairs should be largely known and discussed. The 
biodiversity issue should touch pubic opínion, and awake the conscience of everyone. 
Aware of the urgent need to share these concerns with a larger nurnber, Lester 
Brown, President of the ecological think tank Worldwatch Institute, invited the 
specialists, at the National Forurn on Biodiversity: "( ... ) scientists are going to have to 
become activísts. ( ... ) We've got to move the issue from the scientific journals into the 
magazines andthe popular press ( ... )." 

3) 
Once we hear the voices defending the preservation of rainforest biodiversity, 

and mainly Brazilian Amazon diversíty of life-forms, once we becorne conscious of 
this urgent need, we tend to agree with James Nations and to speak the vernacular 
that can be understood by everybody. I meai1:, we tend to talk money . 

. ln a book called Saving the planet, issued just before the Conference in Rio, 
and certainly addressed to that audience, the Worldwatch lnstitute tries to speak in 
economic terrns. "Our econornies are engaged in a disguised form of deficit financing: 
processes such as deforestation and overpurnping of groundwater inflate current 
output at the expense of long-term productivity. ln sector after sector, we violate 
fundamental pdr.dplfs of environrnental sustainability. Relying on an incomplete 
accounting syste :nA, one that does not measure the destruction of natural capital 
associated with g~ins in economic autput, we deplete our productive assets, satisfying 
our needs today at the expense of our children. As economist Herman Daly puts it, 
"there is something fundamentally wrong in treating the earth as if it were a business 
in liquidation"." 

The Worldv;atch Institute premises seerns to correspond to what happens 
actually. But if we accept it, some naive and evident questions imrnediately irnpose 
thernselves. Firstly why is that so? Secondly, why don't we evaluate what we are 
losing? The Worl,t".'7atch Institute rernarks suggest vee accept destruction beca use our 
accounting system does not take into consideration natural capital. But we could ask: 
Why does economics disregard it? And why is nature not considered as capital? If 
it was, we could look for the economic value of water, air, fire, rain, wind ... If it was, 
ecologists would not question anxiously: How can value be assigned to rainforests? 
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How can the value of standing forest be considered greater than the value of cut 
down forest? 

Therefore, to speak about natural capital presupposes a sort of operation which 
converts something that has qualitative value, and as such is unique, into something 
that has a quantitative one, something that has a markct value. But we could suppose 
that tropical forests are destroyed precisely because they have only a qualitativo 
value, an extra-economic value, a vital value, and as such, do not have value at alJ, 
I mean do not have economic value. Up to the end of the 80s, the Brazilian state 
granted subsidies and other inducements to everyone who wanted to burn the forests 
in order to "improve" the land, in other words in order to assign some value to it as 
cattle ranch - Myers estimates the Brazilian government spent $2.5 billion in 
subsidizing ranchers' investments. And then it must be recognised that thís very act 
of burning forests could be a value increasing operation! ln this sense, the very 
human act of destroying was creating economic value. "The Amazon forest, writes 
Philip Fearnside, is being destroyed basically because for individual economic agents 
the irnmediate economic value of the forest is smaller than the value of alternative 
uses of soil, including speculative usages." 

Deforestation in tropical countries, and mainly the Brazilian Amazon 
deforestation raised the biodiversity issue, and with it, a difficult problem for 
biologists, botanists and zoologists. They were asked to establish scientifically the 
biodiversity value as "natural capital". But the specialists could not solve this problem 
. As Hugh Iltis puts it: "( ... ) I have no patience with the phony request of developers, 
economists, and humanitarians who want us biologists to "prove" with hard evidence, 
right here and now, the "value" of biodiversity and the "harm" of tropical 
deforestation. Rather, it should be for thern, th? sponsors of reckless destruction, to 
prove to the world that a plant or animal species, or an exotic ecosystem, is not 
useful and not ecologically significant before being permitted by society to destroy 
it. And such proof, of course, neither they nor anybody else can offer!" 

Such a radical answer reverses immediately the sense of the question, declaring 
the responsability of economic processes for the destruction. Econornist Michael 
Hanemann, however, takes a different path. 

Hanemann does not start from the advantages of biodiversity preservatícn; 
instead, he starts questionning the reasons for destroying it: Is econornic growin 
harmful to biological diversity? What are the reasdns why it may turn turn outto be 
harmful? How can harmful impacts be avoided? What institutions are required to 
ensure a better outcome? These questions that economists ask in connection with 
biodiversity involve a mixture of normative and positive analysis. For the normative 
issues, Hanemann recognizes econornists do not have a theory to explain the 
fundamental role of equity considerations and value judgements they imply. But that 
is not the case of che positive issues. Hanemann states that, as resource econorni-ts, 
one of their direct obligations is to measure, explain, and predict how individuais and 
institutions manage natural resource systems, value biological diversity, and ma.ce 
decisions affecting its preservation. : · 

Economists invoke a series of arguments in order to explain why anyone may 
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rationally choose to deplete natural resources and destroy ccosystems, The most 
important argument, says Hanemann, is interternporal preferences and discounting - 
the sarne argument Worldwatch lnstitute called for in Saving the planet. ln contrast 
to conventional commodities, Hanemann explains, a distinctive feature of natural 
resources is that they are not instantly renewable; they can be restocked, if at all, only 
with time and subject to the constraints of biological processes. Consequently, 
harvesting these resources involves a trade-off beteween present benefits and future 
costs that depends on how the latter are discounted relative to the former. ln other 
words: if we consider the future costs/present benefits relationship, we may conclude 
the price to pay is too high; but if we do not consider this relationship we might be 
withdrawing more funds than available. The problem is that, if we consider the 
future costs/present benefits relationship, we may decide to sacrifice present 
consumption opportunities to benefit future generations, choosing what is good in 
collective terms; but if we do not, we may consume individually, right here and now, 
all the wealth we find at our disposal. Hanemann calls this "a prisoners' dilemma 
situation: conservation may be the optimal strategy collectively, but it is not a 
dominant strategy for each individual privately. 

Hanemann's analysis is very important for us because it outlines a 
contradiction between the environmental and the economic imperatives. Since we are 
prisoners of a dilemma, it is not enough to be conscious of the scope of deforestation; 
we might still be able to overcome the dilemma, changing our individual strategy . 

. That is why this analysis allows us to understand why Norman Myers concentrates 
hís attention on the shifted cultivators, these pauper and land-hungry rural workers 
who burn the Third World forests to survive; and also, to understand why Alan 
Durning addresses the all-important consummers of advanced capitalist societies. 
These groups are emblematic images of the dominant individual strategy and express, 
through their acts, the value each really assígns to ecosystem preservation. It is clear 
that this value, even if it is not quantified, is negative. The value they should assign 
(the other option of the dilernma) is only left to an ideal ethic. 

Nevertheless, let us come back to Hanemann and see what happens if instead 
of trying to evaluate the damage economic growth can bring to biodiversity, we try 
to foresee the advantages of preserving it. 'With respect to the positive analysis of 
ecosystern values, writes Hanernann, it is useful to distinguish between the 
environment as a marketed good, on an input to íhe production of marketed goods, 
and the environment as a nonmarketed good of concern to people in its own right." 
Economists deal with the first situation; Hanernann, however, remarks that 
environmental economists have not been paying attention to economic analysis, 
which figures out the market price of alligator handbags, for instance, and multiplies 
that by the reduction in the quantity of alligator handbags resulting from the 
destruction of alligator habitat. Environmental economists are interested in rnarkets 
not because they want to use market prices to mul.iply something but because they 
are interested in measuring the preferences of Individuals and ascertaining their 
trade-offs between environmental resources and. money or conventional marker 
commodities. But according to Hanemann, "org.mízed rnarkets are one forum iri 
which people reveal their preferences through ihe choices that they make - bu, 
markets are not the only forum, and they are not essential to the enterprise of 
environmental valuation." 



Moreover.jndividual preferences are also problema ti cal. Hancmann questions 
the very option of envirorunental economísts and its limits, to conclude : "Lastly, the 
postulate underlying the entire cntcrprise of positive analysís ( ... ) is itself a value 
judgement and one that can be questioned. Consumer sovereignty, and the notion 
that people may have consistent and stable preferences, can be challenged. People 
may be ignorant, ill-informed, or fickle in their attitudcs. Why should we care about 
what they think? A justification comes from the utilitarian ethical system that 
mainstream econornics embraces. The point I want to emphasize here is that this 
question defines both the strenghs and the weaknesses of economic analysis. ln their 
positive analysis, economists are essentially holding a mirror to society." 

Hanemann shows the problem of biodiversity econornic value ends in an 
ethical question. David Ehrenfeld sees this problem itself as the problem. ln a text 
called "Why put a value on biodiversity?, the biologist argues that the discussion 
devoted to the value of biological diversity tells usa great deal about why biological 
diversíty is in trouble, ln previous times, he states, valuing diversity would have 
been thought both presumptuous and a terrible waste of time. Ehrenfeld believes the 
dorninant economic realities of our time - consumerism, technological development, 
the growth of human populations, the increasing size of governmental, industrial and 
agricultura! enterprises - are responsible for most of the loss of biological diversity. 
Thisreality isso omnipresent that survival itself is viewed as a matter of economics. 
ln this sense, it is hardly surprising that even conservationists have begun to justify 
their efforts in economic terms. Ehrenfeld warns biologists, botanics, zoologists: "It 
does not occur to us that nothing forces us to confront the process of destruction by 
using its own uncouth and self-destructive premises and terminology. It does not 
occur to us that by assigning value to diversity we merely legitimize the process that 
is wiping it out. ( ... ) it is certain that if we persist in this crusade to determine value 
where value ought to be evident, we will be left with nothing but our greed wnen 
the dust finally settles." · 

* * * 
4) 

It seems that the effort to give to the Brazilian biodiversity wealth an economic 
expression is now, undermined by the impossibility of evaluating it as "natural 
capital". Such pr:>plerh reveals the ambiguity of wealth appearing as either vital or 
capital, either real or virtual, either physíco-chemical agent ora living entity; and it 
reveals also the complexity of this shifting question. Nevertheless, we must keep in 
mind that, while the discussion takes place within the conservation movement, the 
agressive mechanism fueled by shifted cultivators and by the ali important 
consummer keeps up deforestation. Every day the force of a predatory economy 
moves the arms of thousands of poor people in tropical countries and makes them 
fell trees; and also inoves the arms of thousands of Japanese people, for instance, who 
throw away thc chop-sticks after their meal and ::,romote, through their wasteful 
action, the destruction of Malaysian forests. And ~lso, beyond the discussion, other 
facts and trends create new realities which will concern tropical biodiversity. 

As everybody knows, the old battle, technology versus nature is such an 
omnipresent mind construction when we think about the environmental crisis, that 



technology. This is a major change of perspcctive for some cnvironmcntalists, but it is one 
that is occurring." 

Therc are six main charactcristics of this technology which could rcconcilc 
environmental and economic va1ues: firstly, it should bc sustainable; sccondly, based on a safe 
and inexhaustible supply of encrgy; thirdly, highly efficicnt in Lhe use of energy and other 
resources; fourthly, highly efficient in recycling and the use of by-produtcs; to be intclligcnt; 
and alive. 

From all these characteristics, the last is obviously the one which concerns us most. 
If we believe in R.Olson, we are facing a new field, ecological cnginecring, and a ncw 
category of technology, "Iiving machines", whose design emulates the principies uscd by 
nature itself and whose performance is adapted to changing environmental conditions, as 
much as living systems. Therefore, green high technology would combine ecological 
engineering with genetic engineering, creating an environmentally advanced technology 
providing enourmous business opportunities in the 1990s and over the next 50 years. 

The new perspective announces an almost unbelievable future. Maybe Olsons's 
optimism should not be taken for granted; but perhaps it would be interesting to look for the 
first sigos of this new relationship between environmental and economic values. 

These signs are found, of course, in Japan, the country where innovation in high 
technologies appears fírst as a future dominant trend. And it seems there is some evidence 
partially supporting Olson's perspective. Biotechnology is the most recent high technology 
area of commercialization the Japanese government is trying to stimulate through public and 
private sectors. ln addition, the two new research programs sponsored by MITI and other 
organizations ar~ the Human Frontiers Plan and the New Functionaal Element Program. The 
Human Frontiers Plan has three main objectives: 1) Innovation of production processes based 
on an understandig of analogous biological/biochemical processes; 2) development of new 
informatíon-processing and control systems that funcionally resemble animal nervous systems: 
and 3) development of power systems modeled after the locomotor systems of biological 
organisms. Toe New Functionnal Element Program is composed of three elements: 1) new 
materials, such as membranes, plastics, synthetic metals, alloys and ceramics; 2) 
biotechnology, such as bioreactors, cell cultivation, and recombinant DNA; and 3) new 
functionnal elements, such as supelattice devices, 3-dimensional integrated circuits, and 
bioelectronic integrated circuits. 

Such initiatives suggest the Japanese are investing seriously in biotechnology and new 
materials. It is common sense to say that the Japanese developed their "human rcsourccs" 
because they had limited national natural resources. The fact is that now their scicntists and 
technicians can open a new field with enormous possibilities. Arthur Humphrey remarks that 
"the Japanese regard the microflora in their soil as a natural resource and, therefore, have 
aggressively added to their culture collections from soil; throughout Asia, As a consequence, 
the Japanese have developped a cadre of technical .nelp skilled in the art of microbia' 
screening that is readily adaptable to genetic eirgineering and associated screening 
techniques." · .' · 

Biotechnology and the so-called "new materials revolution" have also recently 
introduced ncw exprcssions in the techno-scicntific lexicon, such as materiais design and 
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custom materiais: This mcans that molecular structurcs can now bc artificially manipulatcd 
to producc specific material for spccific uses. Is is also hopcd, in the f uture, biological 
processes will come to rcplace chcmical processes in the rnanufacturc of materiais. 
Biotehcnology and the ncw materiais rcvolution bclong to thc ncwly cmcrging techno 
paradigm shift leaded by high technologies. 

A survey held by Fumio Kodama in 1990 gives us more information to bclieve 
biotechnology and the new materiaJs revolution are the next wavc of high tcchnologies. He 
asked scientists and technologists representíng scvcn technological fields to list those fields, 
outside their own, from which they most eagerly anticípated new advances. The seven 
technical fields consisted of new materiais, bíotechnology, electronics, information processing, 
energy, aerospace and construction/transportation. The shift from the short to the long term 
can be seen by some figures. Within the next five ycars, the greatest expectations were held 
for electronics (72% of ali possible responses), followed by new materials (66%) and 
information processing (61 %); however, relatively little was anticipated from biotechnology 
(11 % ). But in the Ionger term - 5-10 years - great expectations were held for new materiais 
(73%), electronics (60%) and biotechnology, now performing a dramatic lcap to 48%! 

Signs coming from Japan seem to point to the openíng of big economic opportunities 
to biotechnology and the new materiais revolution. And also, it must be remembered that 
geneticists and zoologists attended for the first time lhe annual meeting of the Materials 
Research Society, held in Boston last December. They had come to preach the wonders of 
bíomímetícs, the science of mimicking biological materials. The idea is to study natural 
products for clues to making materiais stronger, more durable, more flexible - potatoes, webs, 
mussels are the models. As a molecular biologist puts it: "Nature comes up with solutions that 
are very novel and clever. Its successes have survived millions of years of natural selection. 
Its f ailures are extinct." 

* * * 

These examples show us how, through new materials revolution, the relationship 
between nature and artifact is actually being viewed in a new perspective, which reevaluatcs 
nature from a technological approach. And also, they show how, through biotechnology, the 
relationship between the organic and the mechanical is changing. The living machine is 
emerging from th ~ "vital machine". 

The expressíon is used by David Channell. Analyzing the relationship of mechanical 
and organic since the beginning of the XIX century reveals a progressively less polarized 
evolution and a growing interpenetration between the two poles, Channell concluded we are 
witnessing the emergence of a completely new world view, the bionic world víew, which 
refers to machines rhat replace organic processes as well as organisms that replace machines. 
"I propose that we create a new concept - says the historian - the vital machine - as a way 
to symbolize the Wó,nic world víew, The vital machine ,·eprcsents a dualistic system in which 
components or subsysterns at one time thought to be organíc or mechanical lose their 
individual indentilies and become part of a new categorv of phenomena." "Toe concept of lhe 
vital machine provides a model for understanding the revolutionary developmcnts that are 
emerging in the XX:th ccntury ( ... )." 
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ln 1984 the novelist Thomas Pynchon had alrcady warncd: "( ... ) thc ncxt grcat 

challenge to watch out for will come (. .. ) whcn thc curves of rcsearch and dcvclopmcnt in 
artificial intelligence, molecular biology anel robotics ali converge." In 1991, Channell is 
alrcady able to trace the vital machine gcncalogy through thc fusion of artificial intclligcncc 
with biotechnology. When the gene provides a modcl for computcr, and the cornputcr 
provides a model for gene, symbiosis can becomc real through the biochip, that is the 
possibility of creating computers using rnicrochips that are composcd of protcins rathcr than 
silicone. 

Therefore, part of Olson's vision, the one which refers to a new category of 
technology, "intelligent and alive", is appearing on the horizon. But the "greening of high 
tech" needs this technology to be integrated with ecological engineering, in order to get a 
positive connection bctween environmental and economic valucs. We should then look for the 
signs of this positive articulation. 

ln the search for a "bionic ethic'', Channell adopts poct Richard Brautigan' s proposal 
of a "cybernetic ecology", But therc are other opinions, and at lcast for the moment they seem 
more reasonable. The ethical issues created by technological development are thc subject of 
intense discussion. ln order to counterbalance Olson and Channcll's optimism, it is 
worthwhile evoking an essay analyzing precisely the hypothesis, according to which, 
biotechnolgy is led by repulsion towards nature, and not by the aspiration of an harmonious 
union with it.ln that sense, biotechnology would be one of the greatest manifestations of 
"technological gnostícísm", 

Hermínio Martins, who works on this hypothesís, writes: "The expression 
"technological gnosticism" may seem an oxymoron as gnosticism is usually understood as 
involving abhorrence of the organic, repugnance for rhe body, aversion for the natural( ... ) and 
a metaphysical pathos in which the "viscosity" of things is felt as radically inimical to spirit, 
Technology entails manipulation fo the material world and thereby appears inherently counter 
gnostic. However by the superficially paradoxial expression of "technological gnosticism" is 
meant the wedding of technological realizations, projects and aspirations to the 
characteristically gnostic dreams of radically transcending lhe human condition ( ... )." Martins 
underline the ironical paradox of our contemporary situation: the fabrication of artificial life 
forms is held in a planetary context in which biodiversity is far from being exhaustively 
listed, and in which species are disappearing at an accelerating rate. But it seems the ve ry 
existence of biotcchnology could play an active part in the whole issue, through ihe 
overthrowing of the natural boundaries between species and the acceleration of the processes 
of genetic and somatic change. After all, the technologícal tempo of bioengineering replaces 
the slow pace of the bioevolutionary time-frame through direct intervention in genomes. 
Martins writes: "The laments for the destruction of natural habitats and natural biospecies are 
often dismissed with the claim that technologies can provi de precisely ·engineered substitutes 
for any and every "natural" kind that is lost This is a claim made not just by technoscíenüfic 
authorities but also by mainstream economists whose theodicy of economic growth constantly 
relies on a "fallacy of infinite substitutability" and thc last-resort appeal to the fact that f.C\fl~e 
people actually Uk~ plastic trees." 

Martins's analysis seems quite useful to us because it reveals a possíb!e 
incompatibility between nature and biotechnology, which is "solved" in favour of thc latcr 
every time economic criteria prometes fast and productive artificial processes to rcpíacc the 
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slow and limitcd natural processes. Thc qucstion thcn is: what sort of conncction 
biotcchnology has bcen cstablishing bctwecn environmcntal and ccunomic valucs? 

The qucstion dcscrves attention bccause it is relcvant to tropical biodivcrsity, and 
mainly Amazon forest biodivcrsity. As we havc scen earlicr, it has becn attcmptcd to assign 
an economic valuc to thc divcrsity of lifc-forms, to enhancc thcm as "natural capital"; and as 
we have seen earlier, thc spccialists faccd hugc difficultics doing this. Pcrhaps it is actually 
impossible to evaluate the wealth of Brazilian biodivcrsity in its cntircty, and evcn in each 
of its unaccountablc spccícs, but it is possible to have it powdcrcd into microscopic 
fragments, in arder to seizc some of thcse minimal unities and to assign to thcm an cconomic 
value which could make millions on the world market, It happens that biotechnology is 
precísely the possibility to convert something which had by right an environmental value into 
something that can have in fact cconomic value. ln short, perhaps biotechnology does not 
perform a connection between these values, but rather a convertion from one anothcr. 
Biotechnology has been a special way · of removing biodiversity from itself and of 
transforming it into an "artificial capital"!. .. Biotcchnology seems to be the skill through 
which life itself is taken from the diverse life-forms to be incorporated as raw material in a 
sophisticated and perverse industrial process accounting for the creation of the most promising 
market: the biomarket. 

Aware of the movernent drawn to international levei by the opening of a new field for 
global capitalism action and conscious of what is at stake in the biotechnology-biodiversity 
relationship, Vandana Shiva allows us to go on in our search. 

She writes: "As biology takes the centre stage of industrial civilization with the 
emergence of the new biotechnologies, biodiversity conservation also moves centre stage for 
the green movcrnent," 

Therefore, Vandana Shiva identifies the biotechnology-biodiversity relationship as the 
main axis through which the environment will confront economics. She knows biodiversity 
wealth is seen as a strategic raw material for the industrial production of food, 
pharmaceuticals, fibres, energy, etc. But that is not enough to make a positive link between 
technology and the diversity of life-forms; in her view, we should not agree with the idea 
according to which biotechnology will lead autornatically to thc protection and the 
conservation of plant and animal species, because :.t has been producing uniformity and 
homogenity. How then could we expect it to conserve' diversity? 

Vandana Shiva believes the dominant paradigm of production creates an imperative 
for uniformity and monocultures. Toe major goal of modem production is to get the 
maximum productivity; but it happcns that in all the scctors where modem production deals 
with plants and animais - agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fisheries - the search for 
productivity leads to uniformity and monoculturcs. That is why different cultures were 
replaced by soy in Southern Brazil or by rice in the East, and why natural forests were 
replaced by eucalyptus. But also the strategy require.. to promote, in each species, only the 
variant more immediatcly profitable. As a conseqrcncc, modem agro-business tends to 
conccive natural diversity as a sort of raw material ieservoir from which some specics are 
picked as inputs for production; proliferating everywhere, these specíes tcnd to be dominant, 
and so, to eliminate othcr species. The obvious conclusion of the whole process is that 
modem production is, itself, based on the destruction of the diversity of specíes and of genetic 



divcrsity insidc cach spccics. ln this contcxt, biotcchnology is, in esscncc, tcchnology for thc 
brecding of uniforrnity in plants and anirnals.(p.20) Shiva writcs: "Thc irony of plant and 
animal brceding is that it dcstroys thc vcry building blocks on which the tcchnology dcpcnds. 
( ... ) ln thc words of Professor Garrison Wilkcs ( ... ), this is analogous to taking stoncs from 
the foundation of a building in arder to rcpair thc roof. This strategy of basing productivity 
increase on lhe destructíon of divcrsity is dangcrous and unncccssary." 

Willing to explain how biotechnology has bcen dealing with biodivcrsity, Vandana 
Shiva uses Jack Kloppcnburg's analogy of the seed. According to hirn, to the peasant and to 
lhe forest dweller, the seed is both a "product" and a"rncans of production", that is grain that 
will bc eaten and grain that is rcintroduced as seed in the next crop. Thus, as a mcans of 
production, this sced draws a circlc: the cultivator reinvests it in the production process, and 
in this sensc the secd rcpresents "capital", with a simple biological obstaclc; givcn the 
appropriate conditions it reproduces itself and rnultiplies. Modem plant howevcr, and mainly 
biotechnology, has primarily bcen an attempt to remove this biological obstacle, breaking thc 
circle into two vertical lines: an ascendant linear flow of frec germoplasm from farms anel 
forests into corporate labs and research stations, and a downward flow of modified uniform 
products as priced cornmodities from corporations to farms and forests. ln lhis process, the 
natural seed that was simultaneously product and means of production is transformed into raw 
material. 

This metamorphosis has, of course, many implications. Firstly, the self-regenerative 
seed becomes sterile: it does not reproduce itself, while by definition, seed is a gencrative 
resource. Through technological transforrnation, biodiversity is transformed from a renewable 
into a non-renewable resource. Jn addition, this sced does not produce by itself: it needs thc 
help of inputs to produce, and whether a chernical is added externally or internally, it remains 
a new externa! interference in the ecological cycle of the reproduction of the seed. Secondly, 
through biotechnology, lhe whole is rendered partial, and the partial is rendered whole - 
technology treats self-regcnerative seed as "primitive, raw" gerrnplasm, and the seed that is 
inert without inputs and non-reproductible as a "finished product". Finally, through this shift 
from the ecological process of reproduction to the technological process of production the 
sccd is taken way from the peasant and forest dweller hands to be delivered to the 
corporations. 

Now there are Y1 fact two sorts of seeds, two races. The native seeds, which evolved 
through both natáràl and human selection and are produced and used by Third World 
cultivators, became incornplete, devalued, improductive, mere raw material, and as such are 
called primitive cultívars. And the varietics created by modem plant breeders in research 
ccnters of lhe First W orld or in transnational seed corporations are callcd advanced or elite. 

The words employed by biotechnologists exprcss accurately what happens in the seed 
metamorphosis. ln Iact, the disruption of the ecological circle into two tcchnological linear 
flows - ascendant I.ow of germplasm and downward flow of finished products - realizes two 
operations; the Jirst operation neutralizes the ecologic.J valuc of the seed, devalues it and 
degrades it to the rank of valueless raw material; the second operation bcnefits the secd, adds 
a value to it, assigns to it a.n economic value, As thc oiologist puts it, ""raw" germplasm 
only becomes valcable after considerable investment of time and money". Vandana Shiva 
draws the necessary conclusion of the whole process: "Toe "value addcd" in one domain is 
built on lhe "valuc robbed" in another domain. Biotcchnology dcvelopmcnt thus translates into 



biodiversity erosion and poverty creation." 

* * * 

Toe devaluation of life-forms and their reduction to merc raw material corrcsponds to 
the introduction of the patcnt systcrn to genetíc resources and to the protcction of íntellcctual 
property for bioproducts created artificially. Through biotechnology life can now be owned, 
life can be monopolyzed. If we recall that thc total contribution of wild gcrmplasm to the 
Arnerican cconomy has bccn, according to P. Mooney, US$66 billion, which is more than the 
total international debt of Mexico and Philippincs combined, we can undcrstand why 
transnational corporations are so greedy, and also why tropical forests are sccn as "gene 
banks", why thcre are "gene hunters", why an obscrver rcmarked reccntly: "ln all of this there 
is a sense of something wrong. Japanese companies are collecting hcrbs in Asia. American 
companies are after plants in Latin America. European companies are opening up research 
centres in Brazil and India. There is money to be rnadc. But nane of it will be made by the 
people who first discovered the value of these traditional medicines." 

It was once said that green capitalism slogan is "save the planet and make money at 
the .sarne time". Perhaps it won't be possible to save it, if these two intents revealed 
incompatible, as it is suggested by the seed metamorphosis. The salvation of the planet is an 
open question, but it seems the process of making money with the diversity of life-forms is 
really engaged, Biotechnology will exploit biodiversity through the patent system and the 
intellectual property right. 

The possibility of patenting different life-for-ns emerged during the same dccade which 
brought the biodiversity issue to the centre stage, but it was prepared by a series of 
imperceptible steps in the previous decades. However, in 1980 a rupture occurs when the 
Supreme Court of the United States ruled that the new bacterium created by genetic 
engineering by Ananda Chakrabarty could be patented. Unti.l then living beings were not 
patentable because they were "products of nature"; but Chakrabarty's mícro-organísm was a 
"manufacture" according to the law, and thus, could be protected by a patent. The impact of 
this decision was enormous in the corporations research labs. ln 1985 was patented the first 
plant, and in 1987 the first animal. 

The decision to patenta genetically modified mouse recalls that "the right of patenting 
cannot be applied to human beings". Nevertheless, sorne time later the Moore affair changed 
the matter. Moore was an unique case of leukaemia. Admitted to a hospital in 1976, his 
healers soon realized he could be very productive in research terms (about 3 billion, in 1990 
dollars). Thcy decided to share his blood, semen, spínal cord, skin and tissues and for seven 
years collected genetic fragmcnts frorn his body. Genetics Institutes and Sandoz providcd the 
funds for research and ensured the margins of profits for everyone. When Moore died, he lc: t 
a lineage of cells proliferating in a lab and nine pharmaceutical products. But before .hat 
Moore discoverec. he was being used and sued his healcrs ... claiming on his right to his cetls! 
The judge recognísed his right. Marie-Angele Hermitte, specialist in the patent issue, analy zes 
the case:. · 

"For a long time hospital waste was valueless. ( ... ) But the situation has changed: 
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organs, vcins, placentas, tissucs can bc diverscly rccyclcd hy industry, specially hormoncs, 
antibodics, gcnetic fragments, lymphokins can be isolatcd, somctimcs multiplicd, 
transforming thc body and its wastcs into an actual raw material." 

As usual, this raw material is valueless. During thc proccedings, thc hcalcrs argucd 
that the material collectcd from Moorc's body should be comparcd to hospital wastc and that 
its juridical status was the sarne of an "abandonncd thing", since the link with lhe person had 
been brokcn from the momcnt it had becn collcctcd. In thcir point of vicw, to rccognize 
Moore's right meant to assign a value to something that was valucless. For thcm, valuc could 
be addcd only through the specialist knowledge which detects lhe interest of this material, and 
through lhe labs work, which transforms it into a product that can be patcnted and tradcd. 

It is obvious we are facing a case similar to lhe seed metamorphosis, as well as it is 
obvious lhe arguments of Moore's healers are similar to biotechnologists argumcnts. Marie 
Angele Hermitte outlines precisely this similitude, She writes: "This way of thinking is well 
known. It is literally what was argued to deny any value to oil, it is literally what was argued 
to deny any value to lhe genetic heritage of wild plants! The oil hidden in the rocks is 
valueless; it acquires potential value through the knowledge of geologists, and effective value 
through the operation of exploitation and production. The wild plant, lost in naturc, is 
valueless; it acquires potential value through the intuítíon of the botanist who is prospecting, 
and effective value through the selector' s work, which transfers the interesting genes to 
cultivated plants. Suddcnly, and roughly, instead of underdeveloped countries claiming on "the 
permanent sovereignty over natural resources", there are patients claiming on control over the 
products of their bodies." 

Recognizing lhe patient's right to own his cells and genes, the American judge 
recognized, by the same token, that everything can be a source of profit. The obvious 
consequence is the opening of a market for body' s· products, a market for organs. 

* * * 

We have seen the emergence of the biodiversity issue in the 80s was linked to tropical 
deforestation, and particularly to the Brazilian Amazon deforestation; secondly, we have seen 
the search for advantages which could justify the effons to preserve rainforests, but also the 
difficulty to assign a value to them as "natural capital"; then we tried to show how 
biotechnology and the new materiais revolution appcared as high technologies which could 
overthrow the boundaries between technology and nature and between the mcchanical and the 
organic. Biotechnology became the promise of a new connection between environmcntal and 
economic values. But the seed metamorphosis and the possibility of patenting living beings 
indicated this high technology converts environmental value into economic valuc by 
transforming biodiversity into raw material. Now we can try to examine how Brazil has bccn 
dealing with thís complex issue, which is símultancousl; a global anda national question; and 
we can try to verify if Brazilians accept the conversior-.of the diversity of life-forms into ra.. 
material. · 

The biodiversity issue means a challenge Brazil is summoned to answer, and it secius 
lhe evolution of planctary cnvironmental crisis transformed thc Amazon forests into a crucial 
problem ... ora crucial opportunity for Brazilians. Through the biodiversity issue will be tcsted 



the political will o_f thc industrializcd countries of thc North to ovcrcomc lhe environmental 
deadlock and to rcvicw the trcnd of thcir unsustainablc dcvclopmcnt: but on -thc othcr hand 
through lhe biodiversity issue will be tcstcd Brazil 's capability to sccurc thc rccognition of 
the value of its natural resourccs, not only for this country but for all countries. Evcrything 
seems to dcpend upon the transformation or not of thesc rcsourccs into raw material. 

Brazilian people do not know the country has now a role to play in intcrnational 
relations, due to the environmental global crisis and to its position as lhe most importam 
megadiversity nation. Brazilian pcople do not evcn believc thc country could have a voice in 
international affairs. And this misunderstanding is dramatically evident in Brazilian elite. 

ln Brazil the environmcntal issue used to be considered as a minar qucstion by 
businessmen, by political parties and by the intelligentsia. That is why Brazilians werc vcry 
suprised by the intemational impact of the murder of Chico Mendes or by international 
mobilization to help the Yanomami peoplc; that is why Brazilian media always portraycd Jose 
Lutzenberger as an eccentric character, or why Brazilian congressmen figured the United 
Nations conference in Rio was an ccological circus. Brazilian elite still thinks the indians have 
too much land, that they are "the biggest landowners of the country". And attention was paid 
to deforestation only when intcrnational financing institutions like the World Bank refused 
new loans to environmental disasters in Amazonia. 

The attitude of Brazilian elite could not be different, because the axis of devastation 
relies precisely in the manner Brazilians consider the natural resources of this country. All 
Brazilians would declare they love Brazil's natural wealth, but there is an abyss between 
rethorical celebratíon and the sharp reality of devastation. Brazilians have always been 
predatory. Long before environmentalists pay attention to predatory development, the historian 
Sergio Buarque de Holanda had pointed out the predatory feature of the civilization process 
in Brazil. 

Sergio Buarque was thc man who knew the techniques through which Brazilians were 
related to the territory, he knew how Brazilians behave. His first book, Raízes do Brasil, 
demonstrates why "we are uprooted in our own land", why we behave like conquerors in 
search of easy wealth, why we want to get the maximum with the minimum eff ort and as 
quickly as possible, With Sergio Buarque we leamed that agriculture in Brazil has always 
been an activity more likely to mining, íf we consider the way it deals with the land. 

. . ' 
The link be.tween agriculture and mining manifests thc impetus of grasping the fruit 

of the land and defines quite well the crude and disenchanted manner through which the 
Portuguese colonists exploited the country. ln Brazil, to discover meant to possess - to mine 
in arder to leave. As a result, since the XVIth century, Brazilian resources have always been 
submitted to foreign requirements. It should be noticed that the theme of" predatory 
exploitation Ieads Sergio Buarque's historiography to converge to Caio Prado Jr's 
historiography, which had taken however a very different path. 
But both finally agree that Brazilian natural resources heve always had their value established 
abroad, that foreign markets have always organízed Brazilian economy and society. 

* * * 
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Four centuries of prcdatory relationship towards natural resources consolidatcd a 
pattcrn which was dccpcncd by industrial tcchniqucs and capitalist modcrnization in thc XXth 
ccntury. Nevcrthcless, thc continental dimension of Lhe country prcscrvcd thc Amazon Iorcsts, 
which remained almost untouchcd until the 1960s, when the rnilitary decidcd to intcgratc Lhe 
region to the national dcvclopmcnt proccss: Wc have no time to discuss how was opencd this 
last frontier. But it must bc rernindcd ·that all thc big projccts - cattlc ranchs, roads, mining, 
hydroclectric plants, sculcmcnt of colonists - had a strong environmcntal impact bccausc thcy 
required deforestation or they madc it much casier. 

Many different forces were committed to predatory action and thcy brought into 
existence a network of multiple intcrests: international financing agencies, military and civil 
technocracy, regional and national elites, transnational corporations, logging cornpaníes, 
landless peasants, goldseekers took part in this process. Of course the predatory stylc of the 
Brazilian dcvelopment was not circumscribed to the Amazonian f orests. Thc social and 
environmental problcms of other regions are also very serious, perhaps even more serious if 
we take into account the irnmediate needs of the whole Brazilian population; the 
environmental impact of the chaotic and accelerated growth of Brazilian cities due to rural 
and urban pauperization cannot be disregarded. Even though, to misconccive the importance 
of the Amazon environmental íssue would be a tragic errar. As it happens in other parts of 
the world, the environmental crisis in the South of Brazil does not have local, national and 
global dimensions. ln contrast, ali these dimensions propelled Brazilian Amazon rainforest to 
the centre of world ecological debate and explaincd why indians and ruber-tappers found, 
beyound their traditional defenders within Brazilian intellectual and scientific community, new 
allies in European and American non-governmental organizations, and good listeners at the 
highest intemational circles. 

Amazonian deforestation became a central issue of world ecological debate, but also 
an intemational political problem, which was clearly distinguished by Andrew Hurrell, for 
whom the political problem does not emerge directly from the global impact of deforestation, 
but rather from the incongruence between the international legal and political boundaries of 
the state system and the boundaries of ecological causal networks. Once again was manifest 
the sarne concern caused by the nuclear accident of Tchernobyl, related to the transnacional 
effects of an ecological disaster. Hurrell remarks that deforestation was taking place in forests 
wholly located in Brazil and that their preservation or destruction lies within the sovereign 
jurisdiction of the Brazilian state. "But this raises the important question as to wether and t_o 
what extent rainforests are in fact part of the "global commons" and represent a collcctive 
good." After careful analysis, he concludes forests are both a "global commons" providing a 
collective good from which all benefit and the "property" of an individual state, 

Hurrell then draws our attention to the extremely difficult política! and moral questions 
are raised if rainforests shoud be considered the common patrimony of mank.ind. He asks: 
"Precisely which resources should be so classified and who should decide on their definition 
and fate? What does a right of access to such resources mean? Shciuld it be on the basis pf 
a free market? If not, how and by whom should markets in forest resources be managcd? T() 
what extent do dnties to conserve such resources legitimize outside political interventíonj" i 

The mere formulation of such qucstions may freeze some Brazilian military officcrs, 
to whom the Amazon region is a matter of "national security", is "an cstratcgic rcscrvoir", and 
to whom the environmental and pro-indigenous movements are obstacles that underminc "thc 
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permanent national objectivcs", Neverthclcss, Hurrcll qucstíons are relevam beca use thcy 
exprcss what rcally mattcrs ·_ the Amazonian rainforcst resourccs. 

It is extremely interesting to notice that the Brazilian political scicntists did not grasp 
the importancc of what was going on, and did not realize that deforcsiation had lcd to thc 
internationalization of the Amazonian problcm and had pushed Brazil towards thc global 
political scene. The Brazilian political scicntists could not sce anything because thcy have 
always bcen unware of lhe cnvironmcntal problem and because the biodivcrsity issuc is not 
yet a visible cconomic object of contention. 

Analyzing the Brazilian response to the intemationalization of the Amazon 
deforestation and to the externa! pressure that began to come over Brasília, Andre Hurrell 
identifies two different phases: during the first phase, which lasted almost until the cnd of 
Sarney' s govcrnment, thc dorninant response was a sort of negative reaction based on an 
outraged nationalism emphasízing the national security imperative and rejccting thc new 
"ecological order" that lhe developed world was supposcdly seeking to impose to the country. 
However, by the end of Sarney's government, but mainly under Collor's govemment Brazil 
moved away from hard-line environmental nationalism: the dcmarcation process ofYanomami 
land was engaged, there was a marked slowdown in the rate of deforestation and Brazilian 
international environmental policy changed significantly.According to Hurrell, awareness was 
growing among Brazilian leaders that the economic benefits of traditionally conceived 
Amazonian development were far more limited than the mythology suggested and that the 
country was failing to profit from some of the most irnportant potential benefits - for 
example, lhe commercialization of lhe forest gene pool. ln short: Brazilian politicians had 
decided to play the environmental game and had reviewed the nationalist conception of 
development. ln this sense, Brazilian diplomats who were preparing the Rio Conference in 
92 should be far away from the policiy supported at Stockholm in 72. 

It is difficult do disagrec with Hurrell's analysis and to minimize lhe shift in Brazilian 
environmental policy from Sarncy to Collor. Moreover, a disturbing continuity can be traced 
between Brazilian diplomatic positions in 72 and in 92. And perhaps this continuity should 
not be attached either to lhe authoritarian and nationalist model of developroent promoted in 
lhe 70s, nor to the sustained developmcnt model of the 90s. The continuity seeros to manifest 
the obstinacy of Brazilian diplomacy conceming natural resources. 

We could seize the constancy by tracking the ovolution of Brazilian position back to 
the years that preceded the Stockholm Conference. ln ~act, at that time, Brazil was lhe first 
country to link environment and development, the first country to argue that natural resources 
of underdeveloped nations were affected by a process of depletion due to the intense 
exploitation required by the necessity of counterbalancing lhe fall of raw material prices in 
intemational markets. Brazil was lhe first country to question the rich índustrialized nations 
wether they really wanted to connect environment with economics and politics. 

ln 1971, the year before the Stockholm Conference, lhe North-South dimension of th> 
environroent issue was clearly exposcd in two differerr. occasions. At Founez, in Switzerland, 
when Brazil succeeded to establísh the link between environment and dcvelopment as a kcy 
question to be discussed in Stockholm; and at lhe :<XVIth General Assembly of Unite.l 
Nations, when the industrializcd countries proposed that the natural resources should be 
placed under thc control of a World Trust, so that they could be shared by mankind. The 
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Brazilian dclcgatíon opposed forcefully thc proposal, with thc samc argumcnt dcvclopcd latcr, 
at Stockholrn, by Miguel Ozorio de Almeida. As thc arnbassador puts it, "Unitcd Nations 
action takes place within the framcwork of world dividcd into national statcs having a high 
dcgrce of sovereignty ovcr the rcsourccs within thcir bordcrs, This is a fact of lifc that, until 
changcd, must bc kcpt in mind whcn dca.Iing· with problcrns rclating to natural or any othcr 
resources. If this was not so, the still untapped natural rcsourccs of underdcvclopcd countrics - 
very oftcn thcir only asscts and basis for devclopment - would quite likcly bc placcd by thc 
Stockholm Conference within a world trust and thus at thc disposal of the voracious industry 
and consumption of highly developcd countries. Simultaneously thc developcd wolrd, closcly 
sheltered by its national boudaries, would keep basically unchangcd its economic powcr, its 
industrial productívity, and its finacinal control of the intemational cornmunity. It should be 
understood that what is necessary is cither one universal framcwork for all scctors, or a 
national framework for ali sectors. lf resources are shared in t.rnst by all peoples, then 
economic power, industrial productivity, and financial control should also be sharcd. Sincc 
the latter is considered unthinkable by developed countries, the former should also be 
unthinkable by underdevcloped countries." . 

. Twenty years later, Brazilian diplomatic posiuon concerning natural resourccs 
remained unchanged. Introducing the technical studies dossier that supported Brazilian 
arguments for the Rio Conference, Roberto Pereira Guimaraes writes: "lhe (Latin-american) 
region possess the most significant natural and biogenetic resources required to ensure 
development. We hope ( ... ) the sarne assumptions supported in 72 will influence again the 
discussion in 92." 

* * * 

The Brazilian diplomatic purpose to defend, even before 72, the country' s natural 
resources was comforted by the rising of the biodiversity issue. The diplomats were ware of 
what was happening in the North, and began to consider the Amazonian forests more as an 
opportunity than as a problem for Brazil's future. Therefore, they began to think the region 
should not be destroyed. Even if Brazilians do not know yet how to explore it, biodiversity 
became the most important patrimony. Toe Ministry of Foreign Affairs is counscious that this 
positive aspect of the Brazilian environmental issue is also responsible for the global 
dimension the questioq finally assumed. ln fact, according to Vera Machado, it was precisely 
because Brazil vias· conscíous of this new sítuatíon that the country proposed to host the 
Conference. · 

It should be noticed that Brazilian diplomacy may be approaching the national and 
international environmental movement. And maybe this sort of convergence occu~s not only 
because diplomats think deforestation must be stopped, but also because the environmental 
movement itself has changed. It seems that meanwhile the Ministry of Forcígn Aff airs 
gradually understood that the predatory development of Amazonia compromiscs the biggest 
trump card of the :country, the environmental moveme.it of the North gradually understood 
that the global environmental crisis cannot be overcorne through a North-South war, through 
a world divided i~!b consummers and paupcrs. Brazil.an diplomais grasped thc mcaning of 
technological change in the North; European and American envíronmentalísts grasped the 
meaning of the downward spiral in the South. Diplomats began to support the cnd of 
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deforestation; environrnentalists, to support the cnd of povcrty and consurnmcrism, and 
anothcr model of dcvelopmcnt, 

Such a change in Europcan and American cnvironmcntal movcmcnt is duc to the 
alliance bctween NGOs of the North and thc organizations of indians, rubcr-tappcrs, poor 
communities, etc of the South, which werc trying to defcnd their environmcnt for vital and 
not for ideological reasons, or for selfish interests. Thc cnvironmcntal movcment of the North 
learncd in the South that the planet cannot be savcd unlcss by a daily strugglc to savc lifc, 
all forms of life, the diversity of liíe-forms. 

Toe confluence of Brazilian diplomats and environmentalists bccamc clear whcn they 
stressed their positions about thc Biodiversity Convention, to be signcd in Rio. Let us take, 
for instance, the point of view of David Cooper, who works for lhe ngo GRAIN - Genetic 
Resources Acti.on Plan. Cooper remarks: "The convention. is likely to bc succcssful in 
addrcssing the problcm of biodivcrsity loss only if it: guarantces access to genctíc rcsources; 
provides remuneration to developing countries, including concrete support to farmcrs and 
other people's organizations directly involvcd in biodiversity conservation; contains un 
agreement on access to lhe new technologies." 

If we exclude the explicit reference to the concrete support to farmers and people' s 
organization, these three points are similar to those proposed by Brazilian diplomats. 

Even before Rio-92, lhe disagreement between North and South was manifest 
concerning access to biodiversity. Toe industrialized countries defended the free access to 
germplasm banks, arguing that biodiversity is the common patrimony of mankind; Brazil, of 
course, defended access ruled by each country, which has sovereign rights over natural 
resources existing in its territory. Twenty years later, ambassador Almeida's words were still 
valid: if genetic resources were common patrimony of mankind, then the fruits depending on 
genetic existence and transformation should also be common heritage. ln a few words: the 
access to biodiversity resources should correpond to the transfer of biotechnology and ali sorts 
of technology helping preservation. 

The link between biotechnology and biodiversity was thus explicit. For the 
industrialized countries it is vital that access to genetic ressources is guaranteed; in contrast, 
for Brazil, it is vital that access to biotechnology is guaranteed. And that is why the patent 
and intellectual property issue became instantly crucial. Everyone knows Brazil's diplornr.ríc 
success in Rio, when only the United States refused to sign the Biodiversity Convenri m, 
claiming precisely their commitment to the patent system. But at lhe same time, it must bP, 
said that Brazilian foreign policy success was immedià.tely put in serious danger. 

The political sítuation in Brazil is such that the sarne President who signcd the 
Biodiversity Convention, so tenaciously defended by diplornats, sent to the Congress, the day 
after the Conference's closure, a new version of a bill ruling industrial property, and narnely 
patents. Toe Bill 824/91 simply allowed thc industrialized countrics and transnational 
corporations free and unconditional access to Brazilin biodivcrsityl Many articles of thc text 
contradicted lhe , rticle lrst of Biodiversity Convention, which recommends a f air distributión 
of the bcnefits related to lhe using of genetic resources. The tcxt had bccn conccived to grant 
the right of exclusive ownership upon living beings crcated artificially and ignored ali about 
micro-organisms. It seems the bill, proposed by the Presidency, had bccn inspired, and 
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perhaps evcn written, by Interfanna, an association of Europcan and Amcrican laboratorics 
whích main objetive was thc promotion of thc patcnt systcm in Brazil, 

The impeachmcnt crísis postponed the vote of the bill by Congrcss, and thc futurc of 
Brazilian biodiversity is still open. Now thc biodivcrsity and the patent issucs are in the hands 
of thc new govcmment. ln his inauguration, Presidem Itamar Franco had some words for 
biodiversity: "( ... ) considering the wealth of our biodiversity and thc work that had bccn donc, 
I am particularly hopcful thc biological sector wíll give us a strong position in thc world. 11 

Meanwhile, biotechnology proceeds with Lhe work of converting life-forms in raw 
material. ln the middle of lhe 80s, an awful market appeared in Brazil when desperate people 
began to sell a kidney or an eye through the newspapcrs ads. Nowadays the biomarket 
expanded and entered the North-South relations. The 26th January 1993, Professor Leon 
Shwartzcnberg, French Euro-MP and cancer and Aids specialist, said binding European 
Cornmunity roles on transplant were necessary to prevent Third World paupers from being 
lured into selling parts of their bodies. · 

Children in developing countries have been mutilated and murdered so that their 
organs can be sold for transplants in lhe West, told lhe MP to his colleagues. "Organized 
trafficking in organs exists in the sarne way as in illegal drugs and it is often controlled by 
lhe sarne people. 11 
There is a trade in babies from Central to North America, ostensibly for adoption, while in 
reality they are killed for organs such as their eyes. And Prof. Schwartezenberg concluded: 
"There is a big trade in organs between Brazil and Germany." 

Thank you very much for your attention. 

. Toe Latin American Centre 
Saint Antony's College 
Oxford, March lrst, 1993. 
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